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Contemporary history

Paediatrics and psychoanalysis - Miss Anna Freud

Miss Anna Freud died during the winter at the age
of 86. She had been a pioneer in the understanding
of children through psychoanalysis and a great
champion of the rights of children. Her life began
in Vienna as the youngest child of Sigmund Freud,
and her early work with children was in Austria.
In 1938, because of the Nazi regime and even though
she was nursing her father during his terminal
illness, she had to escape with him to London. Her
work with homeless children and with those in
residential nurseries in London during the second
world war is well known, as is her work on child
development and psychopathology in the postwar
years. But one less well known aspect of her life
that was of immense importance to a few fortunate
British paediatricians was the 'paediatric group' that
she ran for over a quarter of a century and which
Dr Christine Cooper recalled at the memorial
meeting in London earlier this year.

'It was the idea of David Morris in 1956 to ask Miss
Freud to meet a group of paediatricians who felt a
growing need for a better understanding of the
psychological aspects of their work. And so began
our Thursday evening meetings in her house in
Hampstead. We met 9 or 10 times a year for about
3 and sometimes even 4 hours, but in the last few
years the frequency and the length of our meetings
diminished. I have been in touch with all the living
members of the group and am grateful to them for
their memories of our work together.

'I never ceased to feel excited expectation on
approaching the front door of 20 Maresfield
Gardens, looking at the blue plaque on the wall
'Sigmund Freud 1896-1939, founder of psycho-
analysis, lived here'-and knowing the richness of
every description within. The evening began with
the welcome from Paula the Viennese maid,
followed by the charm and graciousness of Miss
Freud as she ushered us into the dining room
overlooking the lovely garden. We were offered a
delicious light meal and coffee before our work
together. Miss Freud and her companions (Mrs
Mason in the early years, Mrs Burlingham, Dr
Stross, and sometimes others) offered us warm

hospitality, and created the relaxed atmosphere for
mutual exchange and enlightenment. Woebetide those
who did not have 3 helpings of whipped cream on
the delectable Viennese cakes and coffee that Paula
so proudly produced!
'We would then move into the library adjoining

Freud's study, arranged as he left it with its priceless
collection of antiquities from the ancient world, rare
books, and many other treasures. It was exciting yet
tranquil. Miss Freud sat on the right of the fireplace
and Mrs Burlingham opposite her. The group who
sat between them gradually grew over the years from
5 or 6 paediatricians to 12 or even more. A few child
psychiatrists came and there were sometimes
distinguished visitors.

'Ronald MacKeith and later Dermod MacCarthy
became the organisers, and each week 2 or 3 of us
took turns to bring up difficult cases or problems in
paediatrics. The atmosphere was friendly and
informal, but critical comment occurred freely and
sometimes there was gentle rebuke from Miss Freud.
She clearly enjoyed having the young men around
her and occasionally some amusing banter took
place.

'The brilliance of her mind and her unique
capacity to get quickly to the heart of each problem
were characteristics we valued highly. Analytical
terms were never used but the elegance of her
English and the brevity of her exposition were other
hallmarks of an impressive teacher.

'Our discussions ranged widely over paediatrics
covering acute and chronic illness, cancer, deformity,
children with ambiguous sex, accidents, child abuse,
stillbirth, the stresses of bereavement, and many
other topics. We talked about procedures; the
meaning for the child, at each stage of development,
of being in the clinic or ward, of injections, of anal
manipulations, of nursing care by strangers, of
restriction of movement. The whole gamut of
behavioural disorders were discussed time and again,
and the illumination of key paediatric issues through
the insights of psychoanalysis made a deep im-
pression on us.
'We learned to appreciate the6 importance of

separation anxiety in hospital and then to look
beyond it to the general repercussions of physical
pain and illness and of examinations, investigations,
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and treatments on the child's mental life. We con-
sidered the effects we might be having on the child's
mind whenever we exposed, touched, or interfered
with his body. We were alerted to regressions and
distortions of development that follow "assaults" on
the child, whether from illness within or from
external acts to put it right. The young child cannot
differentiate between the two. The signs of dis-
turbance are less dramatic and immediate, less
easily seen, and more subtle in expression than those
of physical illness, but we gradually learned to
recognise them.
'We talked about pitfalls in attempting to treat

symptoms without really understanding their im-
portance for the child, particularly in feeding, sleep,
toilet training, restriction of movement, and in
general restrictions and controls-for example
diabetes, epilepsy, cystic fibrosis. Children's pain and
distress and the grave dilemmas faced by their
doctors sometimes surprised and distressed
Miss Freud.
'We remember some of her remarks that were

striking yet subtle in expressing the child's feelings
and point of view. For example, of a 3 year old boy
with problems of neglect and rejection who accident-
ally drowned in a swimming pool she said, "He was
a wise child to die"; of a disobedient and rebellious
4 year old whose parents had lost a child before her
birth Miss Freud commented, "It is very hard to
compete with little angels". When told of a verdict
of accidental death on 7 year old Lester Chapman,
who died of exposure after running away from the
cruelty at home she remarked, "I don't think he
died of an accident-he died of running away".
She often reminded us that, "a child needs mothering
and not just a mother", and of one mother who was
causing endless problems for the doctors Miss

Freud said, "She appears deceitful to you because
she herself reacts to doctors as deceivers"-a subtle
nuance which had escaped us until then.
'When asked if soiling was ever a symptom on its

own Miss Freud replied, "If you look for only one
symptom that is what you will find". She once
described a well known book for parents as, "advice
given without regard to the problems of the
recipient", which was a novel viewpoint that some
of us who write for parents had not considered.

'Miss Freud's comment in 1970 that medicalwork
with children's health and ill health "was untouched
by insight into the complicating emotional factors"
was salutory, but largely true. She was not optimistic
that the medical world would change quickly,
although she believed that in other settings such as
nurseries, schools, and child guidance clinics psycho-
analytical insights were being applied increasingly to
help children. Later on she recognised that some
doctors are now as concerned about the child's
mental well being as formerly they were, and still
are, about his or her physical condition. This
concern needs to be "taught" throughout the
medical curriculum and in postgraduate centres too.
It is not expensive. It is an attitude of mind which
concentrates on prevention of psychological prob-
lems and on the very rich opportunities for this in
early childhood.'

Miss Freud did her utmost to ensure that these
attitudes were cherished by her paediatrician
disciples. Late in the evening, as the meeting drew
to a close, she would shake each firmly by the hand
and bid them goodnight, and whether there was a
journey home of 10 miles or 300 one's mind over-
flowed with new thoughts and resolutions, and fresh
humility and love. Ed.
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